Schedule “B”

The following types of Agreements, although Non-Standard, may be signed without review by the Office of Legal Counsel:

1. Agreements contemplated by Section 2.4 of the Policy;

2. Construction Contract Change Orders;

3. Purchases or arrangements made using the online travel booking and purchasing tools;

4. Agreements for the rental of hotel rooms, meeting space and catering, for the purpose of a meeting, banquet or conference, where the total value is less than $25,000;

5. Agreements for the purchase of books, journal subscriptions, or other print publications, audio or video recordings for the Libraries, where the total value is less than $100,000;

6. Agreements for licensing electronic resources for the Libraries, including books, journals and other publications, where the total value is less than $100,000;

7. Agreements for University athletic teams to play games or tournaments at other institutions;

8. Agreements for athletic terms to play games or tournaments at the University;

9. Contracts of Insurance;

10. Speaker/Performer Engagement Agreements;

11. Limited Powers of Attorney for matters related to patent registration and protection, pensions or investments, or international shipping;

12. Agreements for the University's purchase of advertising (e.g. billboard advertising, advertisements in print, radio, etc.).

13. Amending Agreements solely for the extension of the term of the Agreement.

14. Confidentiality Agreements and Non-Disclosure Agreements which do not require assignment or licensing of intellectual property by the University.

15. Incoming Material Transfer Agreements which do not require assignment or licensing of intellectual property by the University.